
recipe #78

Recipes
ingredients needed:
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94295
Clik-Clik™
Balloon Bond
Adhesive Tape

Q-16-36A
2–ea Rose 16"
Qualatex® Balloon

Q-05-23
2–ea Red 5"
Qualatex®

Balloon

9027-18
4–ea 18"
Foil Balloon

77143-18
2–ea 18"
Foil Balloon

Q-11-34
48–ea Goldenrod
11" Qualatex®

Balloon

15001
Monofilament
Line

W28
4–ea Heavy
Weights™
Balloon Weight

equipment:

83501
Precision Air
Inflator

BR74HG
Dual Foil +
Latex Regulator

Q-260-34
4–ea Goldenrod
260 Qualatex®

Balloon
–Uninflated

Monkey Around Arch

9026-36
1–ea 49"
Foil Balloon

Q-160-98
4–ea Robin’s Egg
Blue 260 Qualatex®

Balloon
–Uninflated

Q-160-25
4–ea Orange 
260 Qualatex®

Balloon
–Uninflated

Q-160-23
4–ea Red 
260 Qualatex®

Balloon
–Uninflated

01569
OASIS®

Glue Pan

01560
OASIS®

Glue Pillows



recipe #78

Monkey Around ArchRecipes
directions:
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To make the ice cream cone bases, make six sets of four-balloon clusters. Use the following settings on the precision air
machine for each set: .2, .3, .4, .6, .9, and 1.2. To make a cluster, air-fill two 11" goldenrod Qualatex® balloons and tie the
stems together to form a duplet. Air-fill an identical duplet and twist the two duplets together to form the cluster.

To stabilize each ice cream cone base, tie an uninflated 260 Qualatex® balloon to a Heavy Weight™ balloon weight. Lay the
smallest cluster flat against the weight, and wrap the 260 balloon around the center of the cluster. Do this with each cluster,
working your way from the smallest up to the largest cluster. Wrap the 260 balloon around the clusters several times to lock
into place.

Air-fill two 16" rose Qualatex® balloon to desired size. Tie an uninflated 260 balloon around the stem and attach one to the
top of each base. To make candy sprinkles, cut small pieces of uninflated 160 balloons. Dip each piece into the OASIS® glue
pan. Using just a bit of glue, adhere the pieces to the 16" balloons. Under-inflate a 6" red Qualatex® balloon with air. Push all
the air into the tip of the balloon and tie. Snip off all the excess balloon. Use Clik-Clik™ balloon bond adhesive tape to put a
cherry on top.
Do this for both ice cream cone columns.

Helium inflate all the foil balloons. Tape the stems of the balloons directly to the monofilament line in the ordered picture
below. Attach each end of the monofilament line to its own Heavy Weights™ balloon weight. Run the weights through the
center of the ice cream cone columns to secure into place.


